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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DIFFERENTIATED ACCESS CONTROL

RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] The present application claims priority from US Provisional Application

No. 61/386245, filed Sept. 24, 2010; US Provisional Application No.

61/386270, filed Sept 24, 2010; and US Provisional Application No.

61/386689, filed Sept 27, 2010, the contents of all of which are incorporated

herein by reference.

FIELD OF THE DISCLOSURE

[0002] The present disclosure relates to computing devices and in particular

relates to application security on the computing devices.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Computing devices, including mobile devices such as personal digital

assistants, smart phones, cellular telephones, laptops, among others, as well

as desktop or other computing devices have the capability of running multiple

applications at one time. For security purposes, a user or an IT policy for the

user may dictate that the computer device lock access to the applications that

are running after a period of inactivity. For example, if the user has not

touched the computing device for 2 minutes, all of the applications on the

device may lock. The user is then required to enter a password prior to the

use of any application on the device.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0004] The present application will be better understood with reference to the

drawings, in which:

Figure 1 is an example representation of a user interface showing a

cover flow style with running applications;

Figure 2 is a representation of an example user interface in which the

mobile device is locked and requires a password;

Figure 3A is an example user interface representation showing a cover

sheet with running applications in which a subset has been locked;



Figure 3B is another example user interface representation showing a

cover flow with running applications in which a subset has been locked;

Figure 4 shows a data flow diagram for locking a subset of

applications;

Figure 5 shows an example diagram of a table which has a plurality of

locked times for various application subsets;

Figure 6 is a data flow diagram showing the locking of various subsets

of applications at different times;

Figure 7 is a block diagram showing a connection between a secure

device and a non-secure device;

Figure 8 is a flow diagram showing the launching or enabling of an

application;

Figure 9 shows a simplified block diagram of a computing device; and

Figure 10 is a block diagram of an example mobile device capable of

being used with the present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0005] The present disclosure provides a method for providing differentiated

access control on a computing device having a connection with a second

device, the method comprising: checking whether a timer has expired on the

second device or if a connection is lost to the second device; and preventing

each application of at least one of a plurality of application subsets from being

launched or enabled if the timer has expired on the second device or the

connection is lost to the second device.

[0006] The present disclosure further provides a computing device

comprising: a processor; a communications subsystem; a user interface; and

memory, wherein the computing device communicates with a second device,

and wherein the computing device is configured to: determine whether a timer

has expired on the second device or if a connection is lost to the second

device; and prevent each application of at least one of a plurality of

application subsets from being launched or enabled if the timer has expired

on the second device or the connection is lost to the second device.



[0007] When a user is interacting with a computing device, he or she may

have multiple applications running at one time. Some of these applications

may be work oriented and some may be personal oriented. For example,

work oriented applications may include, but are not limited to, customer

relationship management software, enterprise resource planning software,

server or desktop virtualization software such as Citrix™, among others.

Examples of personal applications may include, but are not limited to, various

social networking applications, games, really simple syndication (RSS)

readers among others. Hybrid applications which may involve both personal

and business oriented functionality, such as email applications may, for

security reasons, be considered to be corporate applications.

[0008] When used herein, a computing device can be any device capable of

running applications and providing a user interface to a user. Examples of

computing devices include desktop computers, personal computers, tablets,

mobile devices such as smart phones, personal digital assistants (PDAs),

digital data devices, among others. The present disclosure is not meant to be

limited to any particular computing device.

[0009] Many computing devices include an inactivity lock out period. After the

inactivity period expires, the device locks and the user must enter a password

prior to being permitted to continue utilizing applications that are already

running or launching new applications.

[0010] One issue is that when a device locks, access to both personal and

work oriented applications will also lock. This may be due to an IT policy

which required that work items be locked after a certain inactivity time.

However, it may not be ideal to force a strict policy onto a user's personal

applications merely because work applications are being protected.

[0011] The present disclosure provides for a navigation entity that manages

launching applications. The entity is aware of which applications are work



(business) oriented and which are personal oriented. In case of locking the

device from inactivity, the navigation entity can ensure that only work oriented

applications require an authentication mechanism such as a password entry

to regain access to them.

[0012] In other embodiments, applications can be further differentiated into

different classes of applications, and various classes of applications can have

different inactivity times. Upon the expiration of the inactivity time for a

particular class of applications, that class of applications can then be locked

and require a password to launch or enable applications already running

which are of that class. Any number of classes can be used, and at one

extreme each application on the device can have its own class.

[0013] Defining the class of an application, for example personal or corporate,

can be done by various entities, and the present disclosure is not meant to be

limited to any particular entity defining the class of the application. In one

embodiment, an enterprise information technology (IT) department may deem

various applications to be work oriented and thus can, on an enterprise server

or on the individual devices, designate that certain applications are

considered to fall with a particular class. For example, with the two-class

system of work in personal applications, the IT department can designate

which applications are considered to be work applications on a user's device.

The remaining applications on the device can then, by default, be designated

as personal applications.

[0014] In other embodiments, the user can set the IT policy himself or herself

for security purposes. Thus, the navigator entity can have a configuration

option in which the various applications are configured to be either work or

personal applications in a two-class system or can be configured to be one of

various classes in a multi-class system. This permits the user to have a level

of security if, for example, they leave their computer running or if a laptop or

mobile device that they carry is misplaced or stolen.



[0015] A user utilizing the differentiated access system as described above

can have easy access to their personal data and applications while at the

same time providing for a secure environment for corporate or corporate

applications meeting the IT policies of their enterprise.

[0016] Reference is now made to Figure 1. Figure 1 shows an example user

interface. In one potential embodiment, the user interface may comprise a

grid style type interface that shows thumbnails of applications that are

currently running or potential applications that may be launched. Thus, for

example, in Figure 1, user interface 110 on mobile device 100 includes icons

120, 122, 124, 126, 128 and 130. Each of these thumbnails can represent an

application that is currently running, for example. In one embodiment, the grid

style may show the current screen shot of the application as it is currently

running. Thus, for example, icon 128 may represent a spreadsheet

application or spreadsheet viewer that shows a view of the data on a current

spreadsheet.

[0017] In order to bring an application into focus, or enable the application, the

user may select one of the thumbnails. The selection causes the application

to become the application in focus.

[0018] In other embodiments, rather than having thumbnails in a grid style,

various navigator entities an include icons or text or other combinations to

identify the various applications, either potentially to be launched or already

running, to a user. The present disclosure is not meant to be limited to any

particular representation of applications to a user.

[0019] Reference is now made to Figure 2 . Figure 2 shows a mobile device

100 on which there has been no activity for a particular amount of time. In

this case, the user interface 110 has been locked by the navigation entity and

the user is required to enter a password to unlock the device, as is shown by

password prompt 210. In this case, the entire device is locked and password

entry is prompted to access both personal and corporate data.



[0020] Referring to Figure 3A, Figure 3A shows an embodiment in which the

mobile device 100 has user interface 110 showing the applications already

running or capable of being launched. As with Figure 1, the embodiment of

Figure 3A shows a grid style navigation in which various applications can be

selected and thumbnails of the current screen on those applications is shown.

However, the embodiment of Figure 3A has had a period of inactivity in which

work/corporate applications have been locked. In the embodiment of Figure

3A, applications 120, 122, 126 and 130 are personal applications and are

shown as being selectable to a user.

[0021] Conversely, applications 124 and 128 have now been made

inaccessible and would require password entry in order to access or launch

the applications.

[0022] Instead of graying-out the application other options are possible. For

example, the thumbnails may be provided in a different color. However, if a

thumbnail contains a screenshot, sensitive data may be visible even when the

device is locked. Thus, the graying-out of the application can provide

additional security.

[0023] In other options, instead of providing a gray box, an icon or some other

visual display may be provided to a user, and the present disclosure is not

meant to be limited to any particular symbol or way or representing or

showing restricted access to applications.

[0024] Thus, in the embodiment of Figure 3A, the applications represented by

thumbnails 120, 122, 126 and 130 can be launched without any restriction but

the applications represented by thumbnails 124 and 128 would require a

password entry to unlock them.

[0025] Another example cover flow style user interface is shown with regard to

Figure 3B. In particular, in Figure 3B, applications 150, 152 and 154 are

running. However, due to inactivity, the windows for applications 150 and 154

have been obscured, for example, blacked out. In the example of Figure 3B,



a lock icon is placed over these application thumbnails. In another example,

the windows and icons may be obscured by being hidden when their

respective applications are locked.

[0026] Similarly, applications that are considered to be within a class of locked

applications will not be permitted to be started by the application launcher.

Thus, in the example of Figure 3B, applications icons 160, 162, 164, and 166

allow the respective applications to be started. In the example of Figure 3B,

however, application icons 162 and 166 are shown obscured, for example,

greyed out, indicating that these applications cannot be launched or enabled

without receipt of a password because they are considered to be in the class

of locked applications.

[0027] Reference is now made to Figure 4. A navigation entity on the mobile

device may track the various applications and determine when they should be

locked. One example method of locking the applications at the navigation

entity is shown in Figure 4.

[0028] The process of Figure 4 starts at block 410 and proceeds to block 420

in which a timer is reset. The timer represents the maximum inactivity time

before applications are locked. The value of the timer at block 420 can be

determined by the user, by an IT department from the user's enterprise, or it

can be provisioned by a mobile device manufacturer or set by a carrier of a

mobile device, among various other options.

[0029] From block 420, the process proceeds to block 422 in which a check is

made to determine whether any activity has occurred. If activity has occurred,

the process proceeds from block 422 to block 420 in which the timer is reset.

[0030] From block 422, if no activity has occurred on the device the process

proceeds to block 424 in which a check is made to determine whether or not

the timer has expired. If not, the process proceeds back to block 422 to

continue to check for activity and to block 424 to determine whether the timer

has expired.



[0031] From block 424, if the timer has expired, the process proceeds to block

430 in which office applications are locked and would require a password to

launch the applications. Corporate or work applications may be identified in

various ways. For example, the navigation entity can have a list of

applications and a flag can be associated with each, where the flag indicates

whether or not the application is a corporate application. In other

embodiments, the navigation entity can query an enterprise server when

locking applications. In other embodiments, a list of applications that are

corporate applications can be stored and the navigation entity goes through

the list to lock the applications within the list. Other examples of identifying

corporate applications are possible.

[0032] The process then proceeds to block 440 and ends.

[0033] The check at block 422 to determine whether activity has occurred may

be looking for various activity. In one embodiment, any use of a user interface

on the device can be considered to be activity and thus reset the inactivity

timer. However, in other embodiments, "activity" may include use of work

applications only. Thus, for example, if the user is using a personal

application and is not using any work application, the activity check in block

422 may be looking to see whether or not there is activity on the work

applications and may cause the work applications to lock even though the

user is interacting with the device.

[0034] In other embodiments, each application or class of application can

have its own inactivity time before it locks. Thus, applications that are more

likely to access more sensitive data can have a shorter inactivity period than

other applications that may not be as sensitive.

[0035] Reference is now made to Figure 5 . A navigation entity may keep a

table or list of the various classes of applications and a lock time for each

class. The example of Figure 5 shows a table in which each of the classes

5 0 is associated with a lock time 520.



[0036] Lock time 520 can be an absolute time at which the class is locked.

Alternatively, it can include a timer value or a countdown time.

[0037] For example, in row 530, class XYZ has a lock time represented as an

absolute time of 17:36:24, indicating that at 5:36 pm and 24 seconds the

application will lock. Column 540 includes a class ABC which has a lock time

of 17:28:31 which indicates that at 5:28 and 3 1 seconds, class ABC will be

locked.

[0038] Referring to Figure 6, Figure 6 shows a process for locking the various

classes at individual times. The process of Figure 6 starts a block 610 and

proceeds to block 612 in which the lock times are reset for those applications

or classes that are not already locked.

[0039] The process then proceeds to block 620 in which a check is made to

determine whether there is any activity. If yes, the process proceeds back to

block 612 in which the lock times are reset for the applications that are not

already locked. Thus, referring to Figure 5 , the class XYZ may be, for

example, the current time plus 5 minutes of inactivity and thus the lock time

represented in column 520 can be reset to the current time plus 5 minutes.

Similarly, class ABC may be current time plus 3 minutes of inactivity and the

lock time in column 520 would be reset to this value.

[0040] From block 620, if there is no activity the process proceeds to block

630 to determine whether or not the time has expired for any class. This can

be done by checking the current time against all of the entries in the lock time,

for example. In other embodiments, if the column 520 represents a

countdown timer then the check at block 630 may include the decreasing of

the time and check to see whether or not any of the times have reached zero.

Other options are also available.



[0041] From block 630, if no timers have expired the process proceeds back

to block 620 and the process continues to check between block 620 and 630

until either activity occurs or until one of the activity timers expires.

[0042] From block 630, the process proceeds to block 632 in which the class

or application whose timer has expired is locked. The process then proceeds

to block 634 in which a check is made to determine whether there are any

other classes or applications which have unexpired lock times. If yes, the

process proceeds back to block 620 to either check for activity and continues

to check between block 620 and 630 until the remaining timers or times have

expired.

[0043] Utilizing the example of Figure 5 , if the time for class ABC expires, the

process will proceed to block 632 and lock the applications associated with

class ABC. At this time, class XYZ is still active and therefore the process will

proceed from block 634 back to block 620. In this example, if activity occurs,

the process will proceed back to block 612 in which the lock times will be

reset. However, since class ABC is already locked, the process will merely

reset the lock time for class XYZ.

[0044] From block 634, if all of the lock times have expired, the process will

proceed to block 640 and ends.

[0045] The process of Figure 6 can be restarted if the applications are then

unlocked.

[0046] The navigation entity will also control the launching or enabling of

applications. As used herein, launching applications refers to starting

applications that are currently not running. Enabling applications refers to the

bringing into focus of currently running applications.

[004 ] In an alternative embodiment, the locking may be controlled based on

the status of a paired device. In particular, the locking can be controlled



based on whether a paired device has locked (based on a timeout or a

manual lock) or whether a connection to the paired device has been lost.

[0048] Reference is now made to Figure 7 . In one embodiment, control of a

subset of applications on a computing device 702 may be based on a

connection to a secure (IT trusted) computing device 710.

[0049] In one example, the secure device comprises mobile device 710.

However, this is merely an example and other possibilities for secure mobile

devices are known. The computing device 702 may comprise a tablet

computer in one example.

[0050] The example of Figure 7 uses two classes of data/applications,

corporate and personal. However, this is merely an example and more

classes of data/applications may be used.

[0051] In order to run corporate applications on computing device 702, a client

720 may be provided on the computing device 702. Client 720 communicates

with a server 722 on the mobile device 710 to obtain corporate data.

[0052] Further, the computing device 702 may include memory which has a

corporate space 734 for storing corporate applications that may be run on

computing device 702. Computing device 702 may also have a personal

space 732 within memory 730.

[0053] As seen in the example of Figure 7 , the personal mobile space

contains applications 732 which may access data 736. However, no similar

data exists for corporate applications 734.

[0054] In an alternative embodiment, corporate space 734 may have data 738

which may be regulated by the same corporate policies as data 748 on mobile

device 710. Thus, data 738 would be subject to access restrictions to

corporate applications, garbage collection, restrictions on copying or cutting,

among the other restrictions provided above. The client 710 may provide this

functionality.



[0055] On mobile device 710 the divided modes are similarly provided. In

particular, application space 740 contains a personal application area 742 and

a corporate application area 744.

[0056] In order to provide security, a user of computing device 702 may start

an application under the corporate application 734. As indicated above, a

password may be required to start such applications.

[0057] Client 710 recognizes that a corporate application 734 is running and

can communicate with server 720 to indicate that corporate data can be

provided. In this way server 720 can access the corporate data that is either

in data storage 748 or the corporate data can be obtained from an enterprise

server.

[0058] Corporate applications 744 do not necessarily have to be the same as

corporate applications 734. For example, with a larger display, computing

device 702 may be able to run different applications or variations of

applications 744. The corporate data 748 may be the same between the two

sets of applications, but can be displayed to the user or used by corporate

applications 734 differently than the data 748 would be used on mobile device

710.

[0059] The corporate data may then be provided over a connection 760

between mobile device 710 and computing device 702. Connection 760 may

comprise any short or long range wired or wireless connection and examples

of such connections include Bluetooth™, Universal Serial Bus (USB), IrDA,

WiFi, NFC, among others.

[0060] Communication over link 760 can be secure. That is, corporate data

that is passed to computing device 702 or back to mobile device 710 may be

encrypted. In one embodiment, the encryption key may be stored on mobile

device 710 thus necessitating the connection in order to decrypt the data on

the computing device 702.

[0061] Further, it may be a policy that the data is not stored on computing

device 702. Thus, except for some caching that is required for smooth



operation of computing device 702, corporate data will not be stored on

device 702. Further, client 710 can ensure that the cache is cleared prior to

the corporate application shutting down.

[0062] In terms of locking applications on computing device 702, the locking

may be based on mobile device 710.

[0063] In one embodiment, corporate applications 734 can be locked if mobile

device 710 times out from inactivity and thus locks. This would then require a

user to enter a password to unlock mobile device 710 and corporate

applications 734. The locking of mobile device 710 may also be a result of an

explicit action to lock the mobile device 710.

[0064] In a further embodiment, corporate applications 734 may lock if the

connection 760 between computing device 702 and mobile device 710 is

disconnected. In this case the connection may need to be re-established prior

to applications 734 being enabled or started.

[0065] The locking of applications may result in a cover flow style similar to

that of Figures 3A and 3B. A user might also be prompted for the mobile

device 7 0 password when trying to access or enable a corporate application.

[0066] Personal applications 732 may be unaffected by the connection to

mobile device 710 in one embodiment, and in accordance with the above,

remain unlocked even if corporate applications 734 are locked.

[0067] Reference is now made to Figure 8 . In Figure 8 , the process starts at

block 810 and proceeds to block 820 in which a navigation entity has received

a request to launch or enable an application. The process then proceeds to

block 830 to check whether or not the application for which the request was

received is locked. If no, the process proceeds to block 840 and launches or

enables the application.



[0068] Conversely, if the application is locked, assuming that a connection

exists to a mobile device 710 if required to launch the application, the process

proceeds to block 850 to request the password to unlock the application.

[0069] From block 850 the process proceeds to block 852 to check whether or

not the password is correct. If yes, the process proceeds to block 854 in

which other locked applications are also unlocked based on the successful

password entry and the process then proceeds to block 840 in which the

application is launched or enabled.

[0070] From block 852 if the password is not valid the process may proceed to

block 860 in which a check is made to determine whether the maximum

number of attempts at entering the password has occurred. If no, the process

may proceed back to block 850 to prompt the user for a password again.

[0071] From block 860, if the maximum number of password attempts have

been made, the process proceeds to block 862 in which security measures

are initiated based on the maximum number of attempts being reached. This

may include wiping out the memory of the device completely, blocking

attempts at access for a predetermined time period, among other options.

[0072] From block 862 or block 840 the process proceeds to block 870 and

ends.

[0073] The navigator entity may be found on any computing device. Referring

to Figure 9, Figure 9 shows a simplified block diagram of a computing

device. In the example of Figure 9 , device 910 includes a processor 920.

Processor 920 interacts with a navigator entity 930, which may be a software

application found on device 910.

[0074] Processor 920 further interacts with an application memory 940. In

one embodiment, application memory 940 may be segregated in some

embodiments to provide security for locked applications verses unlocked

applications. Thus, the two memory areas may be separate and may be



inaccessible by applications that are of different classes. This is similar to, for

example, UNIX file permissions in which various group permissions can be

set for various applications. In this way, portions of application memory 940

may be inaccessible by non-authorized applications, thereby providing

additional security.

[0075] Processor 920 may further communicate with a user interface 950.

User interface 950 can comprise any user interface, including, for example, a

display on the computing device, audio output means, as well as input means

such as a keyboard, mouse, stylus, touch screen, among others. Software for

processor 920 may display the various applications on user interface 950.

Further, navigator entity 930 may provide that certain application

representations on the user interface be displayed as grayed-out or

unavailable until a password is entered utilizing the input component of user

interface 950.

[0076] While computing device 100 or 710 or 810 may be any computing

device, as indicated above, in one embodiment computing device 100, 710 or

810 may be a mobile device. One such mobile device is illustrated below with

reference to Figure 10. The mobile device of Figure 10 is however not

meant to be limiting and other mobile devices may also be used.

[0077] Mobile device 1000 may comprise a two-way wireless communication

device having voice and data communication capabilities. Mobile device 1000

generally has the capability to communicate with other devices or computer

systems. Depending on the exact functionality provided, the mobile device

may be referred to as a data messaging device, a smartphone, a tablet, a

computer, a wireless e-mail device, a cellular telephone, a wireless Internet

appliance, a wireless device, a user equipment, or a data communication

device, as examples.

[0078] Where mobile device 1000 is enabled for two-way communication, it

will incorporate a communication subsystem 1011 , including both a receiver

1012 and a transmitter 1014, as well as associated components such as one



or more antenna elements 1016 and 1018, local oscillators (LOs) 913, and a

processing module such as a digital signal processor (DSP) 920. The

particular design of the communication subsystem 1011 will be dependent

upon the communication network in which the device is intended to operate.

[0079] Network access requirements will also vary depending upon the type of

network 1019. In some networks, network access is associated with a

subscriber or user of mobile device 1000. A mobile device may require a

removable user identity module (RUIM) or a subscriber identity module (SIM)

card in order to operate on the network. The SIM/RUIM interface 1044 may

be similar to a card-slot into which a SIM/RUIM card can be inserted and

ejected like a diskette or PCMCIA card. The SIM/RUIM card can have

memory and hold many key configuration 1051 , and other information 1053

such as identification, and subscriber related information. A SIM/RUIM is

however an optional feature.

[0080] When required network registration or activation procedures have been

completed, mobile device 1000 may send and receive communication signals

over the network 1019. As illustrated in Figure 10, network 1019 can consist

of multiple base stations communicating with the mobile device. For example,

in a hybrid CDMA 1x EVDO system, a CDMA base station and an EVDO

base station communicate with the mobile station and the mobile device is

connected to both simultaneously. In other systems such as Long Term

Evolution (LTE) or Long Term Evolution Advanced (LTE-A), multiple base

stations may be connected to for increased data throughput. Other systems

such as GSM, GPRS, UMTS, HSDPA, among others are possible and the

present disclosure is not limited to any particular cellular technology. In other

embodiments, the mobile device may communicate with an access point

rather than, or in addition to, a cellular network. Such communication may be

done using WiFi or WiMAX, for example.

[0081] Signals received by antenna 1016 through communication network

1019 are input to receiver 1012, which may perform such common receiver

functions as signal amplification, frequency down conversion, filtering,



channel selection and the like, and in the example system shown in Figure

10, analog to digital (A/D) conversion. A/D conversion of a received signal

allows more complex communication functions such as demodulation and

decoding to be performed in the DSP 1020. In a similar manner, signals to be

transmitted are processed, including modulation and encoding for example,

by DSP 1020 and input to transmitter 1014 for digital to analog conversion,

frequency up conversion, filtering, amplification and transmission over the

communication network 1019 via antenna 1018. DSP 1020 not only

processes communication signals, but also provides for receiver and

transmitter control. For example, the gains applied to communication signals

in receiver 1012 and transmitter 1014 may be adaptively controlled through

automatic gain control algorithms implemented in DSP 1020.

[0082] Mobile device 1000 generally includes a processor 1038 which controls

the overall operation of the device. Communication functions, including data

and voice communications, are performed through communication subsystem

1011 . Processor 1038 also interacts with further device subsystems such as

the display 1022, flash memory 1024, random access memory (RAM) 1026,

auxiliary input/output (I/O) subsystems 1028, serial port 1030, one or more

keyboards or keypads 1032, speaker 1034, microphone 1036, other

communication subsystem 1040 such as a short-range communications

subsystem and any other device subsystems generally designated as 1042.

Serial port 1030 may include a USB port or other port known to those in the

art.

[0083] Some of the subsystems shown in Figure 10 perform communication-

related functions, whereas other subsystems may provide "resident" or on-

device functions. Notably, some subsystems, such as keyboard 1032 and

display 1022, for example, may be used for both communication-related

functions, such as entering a text message for transmission over a

communication network, and device-resident functions such as a calculator or

task list, among other applications.



[0084] Operating system software used by the processor 1038 may be stored

in a persistent store such as flash memory 1024, which may instead be a

read-only memory (ROM) or similar storage element (not shown). In one

embodiment, the operating system, specific device applications, or parts

thereof, may be temporarily loaded into a volatile memory such as RAM 1026.

Received communication signals may also be stored in RAM 1026.

[0085] As shown, flash memory 1024 can be segregated into different areas

for both computer programs 1058 and program data storage 1050, 1052,

1054 and 1056. These different storage types indicate that each program can

allocate a portion of flash memory 1024 for their own data storage

requirements. This may further provide security if some applications are

locked while others are not.

[0086] Processor 1038, in addition to its operating system functions, may

enable execution of software applications on the mobile device. A

predetermined set of applications that control basic operations, including at

least data and voice communication applications for example, will normally be

installed on mobile device 1000 during manufacturing. Other applications can

be installed subsequently or dynamically.

[0087] Applications and software, such as those for implements the process of

Figure 4 to 7 , may be stored on any computer readable storage medium.

The computer readable storage medium may be a tangible or intransitory/non-

transitory medium such as optical (e.g., CD, DVD, etc.), magnetic (e.g., tape)

or other memory known in the art.

[0088] One software application may be a personal information manager

(PIM) application having the ability to organize and manage data items

relating to the user of the mobile device such as, but not limited to, e-mail,

calendar events, voice mails, appointments, and task items. Naturally, one or

more memory stores would be available on the mobile device to facilitate

storage of PIM data items. Such PIM application may have the ability to send

and receive data items, via the wireless network 1019. In one embodiment,



the PIM data items are seamlessly integrated, synchronized and updated, via

the wireless network 1019, with the mobile device user's corresponding data

items stored or associated with a host computer system. Further applications,

such as a media player; a camera; a messenger; mail; social networking; a

web browser; games; electronic book readers; wallet; maps, among others,

may also be loaded onto the mobile device 1000 through the network 1019,

an auxiliary I/O subsystem 1028, serial port 1030, short-range

communications subsystem 1040 or any other suitable subsystem 1042, and

installed by a user in the RAM 1026 or a non-volatile store (not shown) for

execution by the processor 1038. Such flexibility in application installation

increases the functionality of the device and may provide enhanced on-device

functions, communication-related functions, or both. For example, secure

communication applications may enable electronic commerce functions and

other such financial transactions to be performed using the mobile device

1000.

[0089] In a data communication mode, a received signal such as a text

message or web page download will be processed by the communication

subsystem 1011 and input to the processor 1038, which may further process

the received signal for output to the display 1022, or alternatively to an

auxiliary I/O device 1028.

[0090] A user of mobile device 1000 may also compose data items such as

email messages for example, using the keyboard 1032, which may be a

complete alphanumeric keyboard or telephone-type keypad, among others, in

conjunction with the display 1022 and possibly an auxiliary I/O device 1028.

Such composed items may then be transmitted over a communication

network through the communication subsystem 1011.

[0091] For voice communications, overall operation of mobile device 1000 is

similar, except that received signals would typically be output to a speaker

1034 and signals for transmission would be generated by a microphone 1036.

Alternative voice or audio I/O subsystems, such as a voice message

recording subsystem, may also be implemented on mobile device 1000.



Although voice or audio signal output is preferably accomplished primarily

through the speaker 1034, display 1022 may also be used to provide an

indication of the identity of a calling party, the duration of a voice call, or other

voice call related information for example.

[0092] Serial port 1030 in Figure 10 would normally be implemented in a

personal digital assistant (PDA)-type mobile device for which synchronization

with a user's desktop computer (not shown) may be desirable, but is an

optional device component. Such a port 1030 would enable a user to set

preferences through an external device or software application and would

extend the capabilities of mobile device 1000 by providing for information or

software downloads to mobile device 1000 other than through a wireless

communication network. The alternate download path may for example be

used to load an encryption key onto the device through a direct and thus

reliable and trusted connection to thereby enable secure device

communication. Serial port 1030 can further be used to connect the mobile

device to a computer to act as a modem.

[0093] Other communications subsystems 1040, such as a short-range

communications subsystem, is a further optional component which may

provide for communication between mobile device 1000 and different systems

or devices, which need not necessarily be similar devices. For example, the

subsystem 1040 may include an infrared device and associated circuits and

components or a Bluetooth™ communication module to provide for

communication with similarly enabled systems and devices.

[0094] The embodiments described herein are examples of structures,

systems or methods having elements corresponding to elements of the

techniques of this application. This written description may enable those

skilled in the art to make and use embodiments having alternative elements

that likewise correspond to the elements of the techniques of this application.

The intended scope of the techniques of this application thus includes other

structures, systems or methods that do not differ from the techniques of this

application as described herein, and further includes other structures, systems



or methods with insubstantial differences from the techniques of this

application as described herein.



CLAIMS

1. A method for providing differentiated access control on a computing

device having a connection with a second device, the method comprising:

checking whether a timer has expired on the second device or if a

connection is lost to the second device; and

preventing each application of at least one of a plurality of application

subsets from being launched or enabled if the timer has expired on the

second device or the connection is lost to the second device.

2 . The method of claim 1, wherein each of the plurality of application

subsets utilize a separate file system in memory of the computing device.

3 . The method of claim 1, wherein the preventing comprises changing a

graphical representation of an application window or icon displayed on the

computing device.

4 . The method of claim 3 , wherein the graphical representation is a grid

style and the changing replaces the application window with an obscured or

locked graphic.

5 . The method of claim 4 , wherein selection of the obscured graphic

initiates a password prompt.

6 . The method of claim , wherein the timer on the second device has a

plurality of expiry times for different subsets of applications.

7 . The method of claim 1, wherein one of the plurality of application

subsets is designated as corporate applications.

8 . The method of claim 7 , wherein the designating is based on an

enterprise information technology policy.



9 . The method of claim 7, wherein the designating is done on the

computing device.

10. The method of claim 1, wherein the timer on the second device is an

inactivity timer for any application on the second device.

1 . The method of claim 1, wherein the timer on the second device is an

inactivity timer for any application on the second device.

12. The method of claim 1, further comprising unlocking each application

associated with the at least one of the plurality of applications subsets in

response to successful authentication.

3 . The method of claim 1, further comprising preventing each application

associated with the at least one of the plurality of application subsets whose

timer has expired from being launched or enabled, while allowing the

launching or enablement of one or more applications associated with another

of the plurality of application subsets.

14. A computing device comprising:

a processor;

a communications subsystem;

a user interface; and

memory,

wherein the computing device communicates with a second device, and

wherein the computing device is configured to:

determine whether a timer has expired on the second device or if a

connection is lost to the second device; and

prevent each application of at least one of a plurality of application

subsets from being launched or enabled if the timer has expired on the

second device or the connection is lost to the second device.



15. The computing device of claim 14, wherein each of the plurality of

application subsets utilize a separate file system in memory of the computing

device.

16. The computing device of claim 14, wherein the computing device is

configured to prevent each application of at least one of a plurality of

application subsets from being launched or enabled by changing a graphical

representation of an application window or icon displayed on the computing

device.

17. The computing device of claim 16, wherein the graphical

representation is a grid style and the changing replaces the application

window with an obscured or locked graphic.

8 . The computing device of claim 7 , wherein selection of the obscured or

locked graphic on the user interface initiates a password prompt.

19. The computing device of claim 14, wherein the computing device

comprises at least one of a mobile device, smartphone, a tablet computer, a

desktop computer, or a laptop computer.
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